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A paper by Caraco, Martindale and Whittam (1980, Animal Behaviour, 28, 820e830) transformed foraging
behaviour research by the fundamental realization that actions in nature only rarely have precisely
predictable outcomes. They showed that the consequences of risk, understood as the unpredictability
and variance of consequences, must play a central role in functional and mechanistic analysis of animal
decision processes. Here we examine the article’s theoretical and experimental contribution with the
benefit of over three decades of hindsight, review developments in the intervening time and discuss the
future. Our review confirms previous ones showing that although the earliest results supported the
predictions of the original models, a full analysis of the literature does not. In spite of a likely positive
publication bias, the majority of studies fail to support a shift from risk proneness when in negative
energetic budget to risk aversion when in positive budget, as embodied in the budget rule, and the
proportion of failures increases with time. Furthermore, re-examining the earlier experiments we
conclude that support should not have been expected, mostly because they implausibly assumed that all
probabilities were known to the subjects. We argue that such assumptions should be abandoned, being
replaced by realistic, evidence-based models of learning and information processing, such as associative
learning and Weber’s Law. Our overall message is that models are research tools that can be fecund even
if they are transformed and even refuted with the passage of time and the associated accumulation of
knowledge.
� 2013 The Association for the Study of Animal Behaviour. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

Back in 1980 Caraco, Martindale andWhittam published a paper
that, together with other contributions by Tom Caraco, David Ste-
phens and others (viz. Stephens 1981), changed foraging research
in a deep and long-lasting way. They addressed, theoretically and
experimentally, the evolutionary and behavioural consequences of
variance in foraging returns, incorporating and extending ideas
from microeconomic decision theory and adjusting these ideas to
the logic of evolution and ecology. Their work remains profoundly
influential, and in this essay we examine it in critical detail and
project the problem to our days and beyond.

Like others before, they used optimality to predict and explain
foraging decisions by assuming that animals strive to maximize
expected reproductive value. However, unlike their predecessors,
they argued that it was too simplistic to assume that maximizing
mean energy gains was sufficient, because variance and unpre-
dictability could have substantial impact on fitness, independently
of average gains. Today, this is an established fact that has perco-
lated not only though foraging research but also through many
other areas of behavioural ecology.

In addition to introducing new theory, Caraco et al. (1980)
developed protocols and reported experimental results that
remain highly influential, and led to an extensive trail of follow-up
studies. In the intervening years, theoretical advances such as the
irruption of stochastic dynamic modelling (mainly due to Alasdair
Houston and John McNamara, i.e. Houston & McNamara 1999) as
well as further empirical research linking foraging decisions,
learning theory and psychophysics built upon, refined and some-
times questioned aspects of the early propositions. We discuss
some of these developments later on, but we also refer readers to
earlier reviews (Kacelnik & Bateson 1996, 1997; Bateson & Kacelnik
1998) for detailed arguments to which, on the whole, we still
subscribe. Our goal is to celebrate this seminal paper by refreshing
readers’ memory of its content and impact, to highlight its weak-
nesses with the benefit of hindsight and to discuss the future.

THE ESSENCE OF RISK SENSITIVITY

The hypothesis that foraging choices are designed to maximize
mean energy gains (MacArthur & Pianka 1966) is appealing in its
simplicity, and a useful starting point. However, it fails to capture
enough of reality to be strongly predictive. The reason is easy to
intuit, and can be summarized as follows. Optimality models in
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biology are justified because natural selection, acting on the fitness
consequences of behaviour, results in organisms that appear
designed to maximize reproductive value, or inclusive fitness
(Parker & Maynard Smith 1990; Gardner 2009; Grafen 2009).
Fitness, however, is elusive because it acts historically and trans-
generationally, while behaviour is controlled by real-time inputs.
Because of its historical nature, fitness maximization is inappro-
priate to act as the motivation underlying an animal’s (or plant’s)
decisions. For this reason, alternative variables (currencies) are
used to mediate between optimality theory and behavioural
research. In the case of foraging, expected rate of intake (net of
foraging costs) is often used as a currency because, all else being
equal, strategies that yield on average higher (net) rate of energy
returns should result in higher fitness. The problem is that the ‘all
else being equal’ clause rarely holds.

Rather obviously, mean energy gains from foraging is an
incomplete measure for fitness, since foraging strategies differ in
other respects, such as predation risks and nutritional composition
of food. Less obviously, even after controlling for these other di-
mensions, it is not only mean energy gains that affect fitness, but
also variance. Perhaps repeating what most readers know, we start
by revisiting this issue.

There is a crucial distinction between the theoretically justified
assumption that selection favours strategies that result in higher
long-term fitness and ancillary, experimentally testable hypotheses
that particular currencies (viz. mean energy gains from foraging)
are suitable working substitutes. To be suitable, a subject’s available
options must rank in the same order in theworking currency and in
fitness consequences. Owing to the effect of variance, this is not the
case for mean energy gains. This is more than a biological issue; it is
a mathematical property of any function linking two variables.

A mathematical result known as Jensen’s inequality states that
given a nonlinear function F(x), when x takes a range of values, the
mean of F(x) is not equal to F(mean x). Thus, if the relationship
between the mean rate of energy gains and fitness is nonlinear,
foraging options ranked by mean rate of energy gains could rank
differently in terms of fitness (see Fig. 1). This rationale has influ-
enced economic thinking ever since Daniel Bernoulli (1738,
[translated 1954]) pointed out that what drives choice is

maximization of utility rather than money, and utility need not be
linear on money. This is the rock on which risk sensitivity theory is
built.

UTILITY AND ITS CURVATURE

Appropriately for an Animal Behaviour article, Caraco et al.
(1980) addressed both adaptive arguments and the proximate
control of behaviour. They reasoned about, but did not measure,
fitness, instead using an approach developed by economists, in
which preferences are summarized by utility, an intervening vari-
able that is assumed to reflect fitness (see Whiten 2013 for a
reminder of the role of intervening variables in behavioural sci-
ences). Utility is epistemologically problematic but in practice can
be very helpful.

Economists define utility as the function maximized by people’s
choices, and use it to make predictions about individual behaviour
and market consequences. For a stable utility function to exist,
behaviour must be rational, namely have properties such as tran-
sitivity and completeness (see Mas-Collel et al. 1995 and Gravelle &
Rees 2004). Thus, rationality in microeconomics is a theoretical
necessity and relates to consistency, not to any substantial pre-
established criterion. Kacelnik (2006) used ‘E-rationality’ to iden-
tify this approach, and ‘B-rationality’ for the practice in biology,
where utility is deemed to maximize a substantive, externally
defined variable, namely reproductive value. This important
distinction is sometimes lost, with some authors that measure
fitness correlates stating that they have measured utility (e.g.
Mayack & Naug 2011).

Predicting and Measuring Utility

Caraco et al. 1980 inferred the shape of yellow-eyed juncos’
utility functions from their preferences in a series of choices, and
then altered energetic circumstances to make predictions of how
those utility functions ought to change according to the hypo-
thetical fitness consequences. They argued that to follow fitness,
the curvature of the utility function should change in response to
the bird’s energetic circumstances. They reasoned that when the
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Figure 1. Why variance matters when a substitute currency replaces fitness. The abscissa shows three food sources differing in a substitute currency (mean energy gains) and the
ordinate the fitness consequences (w), for three connecting functions. Two of the options, F1 and F2, yield fixed energy gains, and a variable (risky) option V yields with equal
probability gains of Vmin and Vmax, resulting in mean energy gains of V . The expected energy gains of each option are ranked equally across the three panels ðF1 < V < F2Þ, but their
expected fitness can rank differently. When the function is linear (a), the ranking in fitness, w, is the same as the ranking in energy gains ðwðF1Þ < wðVÞ < wðF2ÞÞ, and maximizing
expected energy gains maximizes expected fitness. However, if the function is nonlinear, expected fitness and expected gains ranking differ. For the convex function (b), both fixed
options yield less expected fitness than the variable one ðwðF1Þ < wðF2Þ < wðVÞÞ, favouring the variable option over either fixed option. For the concave function (c), both fixed
options yield higher fitness than the variable option ðwðVÞ < wðF1Þ < wðF2ÞÞ, now favouring either of the fixed options against the variable one. Variance in energy gains thus is
neutral, adds or subtracts from expected fitness when the function relating them is linear, convex or concave, respectively.
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bird’s energy reserves plus the expected (i.e. mean) gains were
insufficient to satisfy some need (e.g. overnight survival), the utility
function should be convex (Fig. 1b). This is because the expected
(mean) gains predict a shortfall, and while outcomes above it may
make a difference, outcomes below the mean will still cause a
shortfall. The reciprocal argument applies when reserves plus ex-
pected gains are above such a threshold: in this case mean returns
would be enough, outcomes below the mean may cause a shortfall,
while those above the mean do not change things much (Fig. 1c).

This reasoning was formalized by Stephens (1981), who called it
the ‘budget rule’. Notably, to our knowledge this simple and
convincing argument, which makes utility amenable to empirical
research, is not frequently invoked in economics, where utility
functions are mostly assumed to be stable for individuals and ho-
mogeneous across populations. Indeed, only recently have financial
authorities started to design regulations to induce those selling
financial products to consider and respect their clients’ diverse
utility functions (Financial Services Authority 2011).

Note that saying that a subject is risk sensitive because its utility
function is not linear would be tautological, since the utility’s cur-
vature is itself inferred from risk preferences. Demonstrating
whether utility curvature does flip according to planned manipu-
lations instead is not circular, tests the functional rationale, and can
be used to predict preferences under novel circumstances.

EMPIRICAL PERFORMANCE OF THE BUDGET RULE

Caraco et al.’s Tests

Caraco et al. (1980) mapped utility in yellow-eyed juncos using
an established technique (Becker et al. 1964). Although appealing,
this technique is difficult to apply experimentally, and this may
explain why, to our knowledge, theirs is its only application in the
animal behaviour literature. Measures of the value of a fixed option
that is equally preferred as a risky one (the certainty equivalent, or
CE) have been obtained by titrations in a number of studies, both
for delays to reward (Mazur 1984, 1987) and for amounts of reward
(Bateson & Kacelnik 1995), but none tested or reproduced the
curvature changes reported by Caraco et al. (1980). Mayack & Naug
(2011) claimed that utility functions were concave for bees
deprived of food for 6 h and convex for those deprived for 24 h, but
they measured survivorship (i.e. a correlate of fitness) rather than
behavioural preferences, so their function, while appropriate for
their purpose, was not utility. A primary difficulty with Becker
et al.’s technique is that close to the indifference point the agent
does not favour any option, and preferences are noisy, making it
difficult to locate the CE within an individual (but may be expected
to be accurate across multiple individuals). Another, more inter-
esting difficulty is that agentsmay figure out what the environment
has on offer from the options in front of them, and change the
curvature of their utility accordingly, so that utility becomes a
moving target.

Measuring preferences between a fixed and a variable source has
additional difficulties, because by definition the variable options
yield variable outcomes. As a consequence, a subject’s physiological
state, its estimate of the parameters of variable options, and its real
and perceived energetic budgets may be adjusted from trial to trial.
Caraco et al. (1980) dealt with this by adjusting the interval between
trials, inserting longer intertrial intervals after trials when the var-
iable option yielded larger rewards. This solved one difficulty, but
created others. Specifically, the correction introduced unplanned
variability in time, and removed any variance in the rate of returns
(the ratio of reward size to time costs). Consequently, the prefer-
ences shown by the birds could have been caused by variance in
seed numbers (as planned) or by variance in intervals, but not by

variance in rate of returns (as necessary for the theory). According to
a strict application of Caraco et al.’s own model, their birds should
have been risk insensitive because there was no variance in rate of
gains in either the constant or the ‘risky’ option.

In Caraco et al.’s experiment, yellow-eyed juncos experienced
sessions of 20 learning trials and 20 preference trials. To adjust to
the problem as intended, the juncos had to discriminate between
reward sizes such as eight, 10 or 12 seeds, and remember in how
many trials they had each size, but should not have learned that
large outcomes were followed by proportionally longer intervals.
This task would not be possible for a human statistician and goes
against the risk sensitivity rationale. Furthermore, Caraco et al.
explicitly assumed that the birds ‘knew’ all reward probabilities,
but we believe this to be implausible. (For a thorough analysis of
the difficulties of responding in a stochastic environment see
McNamara 1996.) Despite these difficulties, Caraco et al. deter-
mined CEs for each bird (Fig. 2a), and found that in the preference
tests the birds overwhelmingly responded in line with their pre-
dictions (Fig. 2b).

A decade later, Tom Caraco led another landmark study, which
addressed the difficulties introduced by the time correction. Caraco
et al. (1990) used an elegant design, testing birds at 1 �C or 19 �C,
which meant that without changes in rate of gain, the juncos were
below or above budget requirements as a consequence of changing
metabolic demands (see Fig. 2c). This manipulation overcame some
of the earlier difficulties, but the conditions for acquisition of in-
formation by the birds remained equally taxing. In this case, there
were two feeding opportunities cued by different colours, one
corresponding to fixed rewards and the other to variable rewards.
Daily tests started with 16 no-choice trials, of which eight were
with each colour, with both colours presented in random order. On
the variable colour there were four small and four large outcomes,
also in random order. The birds had to learn the parameters for each
colour from this experience. After these no-choice trials, 24 choice
tests were used to establish preference. The choice tests were
repeated over 3 days, and after that, on a single day with colour
reversal, so that in the initial trials the birds had to relearn the
parameters against the proactive interference to be expected from
their previous experience. In only three of 65 experiments did the
birds fail to show a successful reversal. Once again, in spite of these
major obstacles, the results strongly supported the authors’ pre-
dictions (Fig. 2c). These results are impressive, but, as we discuss
below, they are part of the minority of studies that support the
budget rule.

Surveying Support for the Budget Rule

Tables 1 and 2 (based on an earlier review, Kacelnik & Bateson
1996) present a compilation of the results of published experi-
ments in which energy budgets were manipulated to test the
budget rule. Figure 3 summarizes these results, classifying table
entries as being supportive of the predicted shift in risk proclivity,
showing some effect of budget on risk preferences but not as the
theory predicts, or definitely not producing evidence of an effect of
the budget manipulation.

The classification of studies included in this review required an
element of subjective interpretation. For instance, in a study from
our own laboratory using starlings, Brito e Abreu & Kacelnik (1999)
reported that even with a harsh food deprivation protocol (birds
losing weight day to day) tests of preference failed to show risk
proneness for food amount, but one measure of motivation, the
latency to the first peck in no-choice trials, did show a significant
interaction between budget and variance in the direction predicted
by the budget rule. Given that there was no effect on choice
behaviour, we treated the study as a negative even though there is a
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hint of support to the theory, not in choices, but in a different
measure of motivation.

An opposite example is provided by Barnard & Brown (1985).
These authors deprived shrews of food during training and then
exposed them to choices between fixed and variable food sources.
Whether each shrew was above or below budget was not
controlled, but caused by the shrews’ ownwillingness to eat during
training, so that somewere tested below budget, others the reverse
and others in both conditions. The logic of the budget rule relates to
the existence of a target time such as dusk for a diurnal animal,
where the threshold criterion must be reached, but in the case of
the shrews no temporal structuring of the foraging daywas present,
so that for this, and other reasons, it is debatable whether the
predictions applied. Despite this, all choices of individuals that had
been above budget during training showed risk aversion during
testing, and all those with a deficit showed risk proneness. When
preferences were pooled across subjects, the results significantly
supported the predicted switch between risk proneness and risk
aversion. However, as the authors pointed out, under the budget
rule’s logic cumulative intake during testing should have altered
preferences even more than remembered circumstances during
training, with subjects becoming more risk averse as their energy

reserves increased, yet the study found no evidence for this. Simi-
larly, latencies to eat, a reliable measure of hunger, showed no
correlationwith risk proneness. Thus, the test may not have created
conditions to test the budget rule but some of its results were in its
favour. In this case we decided to follow the authors’ interpretation,
and included the study as a positive result. Similarly, Mayack &
Naug (2011) found that the budget of honeybees at the time of
choice did not alter risk proneness, but changes in budget (as
opposed to budget itself) did. This is not what the rationale of the
budget rule predicts, but again we followed the authors and clas-
sified the result as positive. In yet another case, Yamada et al. (2013)
found that monkeys responded with a significant change in risk
preference, but in the opposite direction to that predicted by the
budget rule (i.e. they became more risk averse for water rewards
the more water deprived they were). We scored this study as not
supportive, as we had no category for significant results directly
against the rule, so it could be argued that this introduced a bias in
favour of rule confirmation.

Overall, only 24% of studies found support for the budget rule.
This weak performance of the theory is underscored if publication
bias towards positive results is taken into consideration. Further-
more, if the time trend is considered (Fig. 4) the theory’s perfor-
mance is weaker still. We classified all papers since 1980 as either
supportive or not for the budget rule, and, using a logistic regres-
sion, we found that the odds of a study providing support for the
budget rule significantly decreases over time (logistic regression:
Wald c2

1 ¼ 5:0, N ¼ 42, P ¼ 0.025).
Our conclusion is that, despite its logical appeal, risk sensitivity

theory, when formulated in terms of the budget rule, fails to predict
behaviour. One caveat to this conclusion is that studies with
negative results have tended to use larger species than studies
yielding positive ones (Kacelnik & Bateson 1996; but see Yamada
et al. 2013). This is worth testing systematically, as there are no
available studies examining this possibility.

Our pessimistic conclusion may be controversial, yet it does not
detract from the unquestionable theoretical importance of Caraco
et al.’s (1980) paper. As is often the case, the historical value of a
theoretical contribution survives after specific data and even orig-
inal models are rejected, because the ideas put forward change the
way scientists think (i.e. they introduce a new paradigm, Kuhn
1962). As Lehrer (2010) pointed out, it is not uncommon for pub-
lication bias to result in ideas being strongly supported initially and
then for support to shrink as time goes by. Caraco and his collab-
orators introduced economic thinking into behavioural studies, and
changed the way we look at animal decision making. However, the
poor empirical performance of the theory questions the way the
topic is presented in current textbooks and many publications
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about risk sensitivity. The paradigm may need to shift again, and
textbook authors have not yet caught up with this. For this shift to
occur, we need to understand why the theory fails to predict
behaviour and what alternatives there are to replace it.

SUBSEQUENT THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENTS

The aftermath of Caraco et al.’s (1980) paper saw several land-
mark formalizations and extensions within the original risk sensi-
tivity rationale, notably those by Stephens (1981), Stephens & Krebs
(1986), McNamara (1996) and Houston & McNamara (1999). We
shall refer to these developments as falling within ‘classical’ risk
sensitivity theory, because they corrected initial over-
simplifications, but maintained core assumptions, mainly that an-
imals possess mechanisms designed as adaptations to exploit food
sources of different variance, and that they can acquire the neces-
sary knowledge about probabilities and expectations under real-
istic circumstances. We later distinguish classical risk sensitivity
from more radical alternatives that dispense with these assump-
tions, replacing them with a hybrid approach combining mecha-
nistic and functional hypotheses.

In our view, themost fundamental development within classical
risk sensitivity thinking is the state-based approach implemented
by Houston and McNamara using stochastic dynamic modelling
(see Houston & McNamara 1999 for a synthesis of their multiple
papers). While not directly opposed to the budget rule, their
models may explain why the budget rule turned out to be an
ineffective predictor.

More Realism, Less Testability

Houston and McNamara’s work highlights that the budget rule
and the tests that followed implicitly assumed that the problem
posed by risk is captured in a single decision. They emphasized that
this one-shot approach is misleading, because to compute the value
of each choice when problems involve a string of decisions in a
sequence, subjects must take into account how they would act in
the future according to different outcomes of the present choice.
Each decision not just results in a change in energetic state, but also
consumes the expected available time and choices left. This reali-
zation gives a significant role for the subject’s time horizon, that is,
the time and/or number of choices that the subject expects to face
before a critical evaluation time is reached. Houston and McNa-
mara’s stochastic dynamic models have an explicit end of game
condition, and proceed backwards from it to identify optimal ac-
tions at each point between the present and the end of the game.
This innovative use of dynamic models showed that where such
considerations are included, optimal agents change preferences in a
much more complex way than represented in the simple one-shot
budget rule.

To illustrate this complexity, we present a cartoon depiction of
the ‘small bird in winter’ scenario, which considers a daily cycle
with diurnal foraging and nocturnal resting (Fig. 5). The ‘end of
game’ here is the end of the foraging day. At this point a threshold
idea applies: if the forager has more reserves than needed for night
metabolism it survives, if not it dies. The figure shows a small bird
choosing between the same two sources, one risky and one safe, at
different times of day and different energetic states. The cartoon
illustrates the budget rule’s claim that choosing invariably the high
or low variance option would not be optimal, favouring the evo-
lution of flexibility in risk preferences. However, each choice results
in a repositioning of the animal in state space, conditional on the
outcome of its choice. If, following the budget rule approach, one
squashed the temporal axis and looked only at the vertical position
that depicts energy reserves, the subject would successively switch
between being risk averse and risk prone more than once as its
reserves increase. This is due to the existence of multiple thresh-
olds, including a diurnal starvation boundary, the end of game
threshold at dusk, and a further threshold for successful repro-
duction. This approach illustrates that to take risk into account
sensibly, in addition to the options’ parameters and its own state,
the agent has to know its position along a foraging cycle. None of
the tests of the budget rule developed a protocol to ‘tell’ the birds
this crucial information. More recently, a related idea also involving
more than one threshold was presented by Hurly (2003), who
explained the presence of nonmonotonic risk preferences (which
were found empirically but are not predicted by the budget rule) by
the possible existence of two thresholds, rather than a single one.

These advances add theoretical richness and understanding, and
may explain why most empirical tests of the budget rule in simple
laboratory set-ups may be expected to fail even if classic risk
sensitivity theory’s rationale were right. These richer models
identify the optimal choices for each state of the agent across
relevant dimensions (energy reserves, time of day, season, future
expectations, parameters of available alternatives, etc.). However,
the drawback is that as complexity increases predictions become
harder to parameterize and less testable. To test these more com-
plex predictions, the experimenter would need to ensure that
subjects adjust to all relevant dimensions, that is that they know
what the experimenter assumes them to know. It is dubious that
natural selection could endow animals with the necessary equip-
ment to obtain and use such knowledge in the experimental set-
tings employed.

For instance, consider an experiment in which the probabilities
and sizes of rewards are constant through each session but change
between sessions. In such protocols, runs of good or bad luckwithin
a session must not be interpreted as cues of change in the quality
of the food source. However, unlike the experimenter, the
agent does not know that the food sources’ parameters vary
only between sessions. Therefore, adaptive strategies must use
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Table 1
Studies investigating animals’ responses to risk (variance) in reward amount when their energy budgets were manipulated

Species Quantity variable
or risky nature
of reward

Choice procedure Manipulation of
energetic status of subjects

Results: response to risk Switch? Source

Rats, Rattus norvegicus Number of
drops of water

E-shaped maze, with discrete
choice between drinking spots

Water deprivation, unlimited food Risk prone for small
reward, indifferent for
large reward

Some Leventhal et al. 1959

Rats, Rattus norvegicus Number of 45
mg food pellets

E-shaped maze, with discrete
choice between feeding spots

Food deprivation (reduced to 80%
body weight before trial),
unlimited water available

Risk prone for small
reward, indifferent
for large reward

Some Leventhal et al. 1959

Yellow-eyed juncos,
Junco phaeonotus

Number of
millet seeds

Discrete choice between
two feeding stations

Prior deprivation and
intertrial interval manipulated

Risk averse on
positive budgets, risk prone
on negative budgets

Yes Caraco et al. 1980

Dark-eyed juncos,
Junco hyemalis

Number of
millet seeds

Discrete choice between
two feeding stations

Prior deprivation and
intertrial interval manipulated

Risk averse on positive
budgets, risk prone on
negative budgets, indifferent
on balanced budgets

Yes Caraco 1981

White-crowned sparrows,
Zonotrichia leucophrys

Number of
millet seeds

Discrete choice between
two feeding stations

Pretrial deprivation of food
(1 h vs 4 h) and intertrial
interval manipulated

Risk averse on positive
budgets, risk prone on
negative budgets

Yes Caraco 1983

Common shrew,
Sorex araneus

Number of
mealworm
segments

Discrete choice between
two feeding stations

No intentional manipulation,
but delay between feeding
during training

Risk averse when on
positive budget, risk prone
when negative budget

Yes Barnard & Brown 1985

Rats, Rattus norvegicus Number of
food pellets

Discrete choice between
two levers distinguished
by red and white lights

Manipulated the number
of forced-choice trials when
the food was offered

Risk averse in all trials No Battalio et al. 1985

Rats, Rattus norvegicus Number of
scoops of water

Discrete choice between
two levers

Number of trials per session Risk averse in all
treatments, decreasing
towards no preference
at more negative
energy budgets

Some Kagel et al. 1986

Yellow-rumped warblers,
Dendroica coronata

Number of mealworms Discrete choice between
two feeding stations

Daylength changed to induce
premigratory state (16 h vs 10 h)

Premigratory (control)
birds risk averse,
experimental birds
(in long daylength
migratory state) risk prone

Yes Moore & Simm 1986

White King pigeons,
Columba livia

75 mg Noyes
Pigeon Pellets

Choice between two
microswitches (VI, VI)

Maintained at 85% ad libitum
weight. Mean length of VI manipulated

Risk averse in all treatments No Hamm & Shettleworth
1987

White King pigeons,
Columba livia

75 mg Noyes
Pigeon Pellets

Discrete choice between
pecking two keys

Maintained at 85% ad libitum
weight. Number of pellets manipulated

Risk averse in both
treatments, more so
when higher variance

No Hamm & Shettleworth
1987

Black-capped chickadees,
Parus atricapillus

Number of
sunflower seeds

Wild birds freely feeding.
Seeds hidden in
taped-over holes on logs

Manipulated number of seeds/hole
and thickness of tape covering holes.
Energy budgets probably positive
in both treatments

Risk averse in both treatments No Barkan 1990

Bitterlings, Rhodeus sericeus Number of
trout pellets

Discrete choice between two
feeding stations
(surface ring patches)

Prior food deprivation
(3 h vs 48 h) and feeding
rate manipulated

Risk averse when
running positive food
budget, risk prone when
long deprivation

Yes Young et al. 1990

Yellow-eyed juncos,
Junco phaeonotus

Number of
millet seeds

Discrete choice between two
coloured feeding stations

Ambient temperature manipulated Risk prone/no preference
on negative budget, risk
averse on positive budget

Yes Caraco et al. 1990

Bumblebees,
Bombus occidentalis

Volume of
40% sucrose
solution NB
Unequal means

Choice between two
patches of artificial flowers

Depleted or increased colony
honeypot levels (entirely
drained or added 2e4 ml)

Increased risk proneness
when colony honeypots
depleted, risk averse
when honeypots increased

Yes Cartar & Dill 1990

Rats, Rattus norvegicus Number of 45
mg food pellets

Discrete choice
between two levers

Number of trials per session
(reinforcement level)

Risk averse as number
of trials decreased

No Hastjarjo et al. 1990
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Rats, Rattus norvegicus Number of 45 mg
food pellets

Discrete choice
between two levers

Number of pellets manipulated Switch from indifferent
to risk averse as food
rewards increased

Some Hastjarjo et al. 1990

Fifteen-spined sticklebacks,
Spinachia spinachia

Number of Artemia Discrete choice
between two food carousels

Food deprivation (no food for 24 h
before trial) vs food satiation
(free feeding on shrimp 1 h before trial)

Risk prone when food
deprived, risk averse when satiated

Yes Croy & Hughes 1991

European starlings,
Sturnus vulgaris

Length of access
to a food
hopper with
turkey crumbs

Discrete choice between
two pecking keys (FI, FI)

Variation in rates birds ate, some
up to 3� as fast. Deprivation
(16 h before expt)

Positive correlation
between risk aversion and
food intake across subjects.
Preference unclear: 5 risk
averse, 4 indifferent, 3 risk prone

Some Reboreda and
Kacelnik 1991

Bumblebees, Bombus
melanopygus,
Bombus mixtus,
Bombus sitkensis

Volume of 40%
sucrose solution

Free choice on mixed patch
of wild plants (seablush and
dwarf buckleberry)

Depleted or increased colony
honeypot levels (entirely drained
or added 1e4 ml of 50% sucrose)

All data, no switch,
indifferent. For post
1800 hours data only, depleted
colonies risk prone, increased
colonies no preference

Some Cartar 1991

Honeybees, Apis
mellifera ligustica

Sucrose
concentration

Binary choice between two
different-coloured
plastic flower tubes

Honeycombs removed or
added to the colony

No preference in either treatment No Branschbach &
Waddington 1994

Round-eared elephant shrews
Macroscelides proboscideus

Number of
mealworms

Discrete choice
from two trays of food

Food deprivation (0, 24,
48 h) & intertrial
interval manipulated

NS from indifferent, but
risk averse when on more
negative budget

No Lawes & Perrin 1995

Round-eared elephant shrews,
Macroscelides proboscideus

Number of
mealworms

Discrete choice from
two trays of food

Temperature (15 vs 24
degrees) & intertrial
interval manipulated

Risk averse when on
negative budget. Became
slightly more risk prone
at lower temperatures

Some Lawes & Perrin 1995

Bumblebees
Bombus occidentalis

Volume of
sucrose solution

Discrete choice between
two pairs of artificial flowers

Colony reserves manipulated by
adding/removing sucrose

No consistent preference
in all treatments

No Cartar & Abrahams
1996

Carpenter bees,
Xylocopa micans

Volume and
concentration
of sucrose solution.

Discrete choice between
two pairs of artificial flowers

Prior deprivation manipulated No preference in all treatments No Perez & Waddintgon
1996

Jack Dempsey cichlids,
Cichlasoma octofasciatum

Number of 0.012 g Hikari
cichlid gold minipellets

Discrete choice between
two feeding chambers and free
choice between two
feeding chambers

Pretrial deprivation
and hunger levels
varied throughout trial

Risk averse/indifferent with
increasing risk aversion with hunger

No Roche et al. 1998

Starlings, Sturnus vulgaris Number of
turkey crumbs

Discrete choice between
two pecking keys

Prior deprivation manipulated Risk averse choices in all
treatments, but significant
interaction in latency to
peck in forced trials in
the direction of predictions

No Brito e Abreu &
Kacelnik 1999

Rats, Rattus norvegicus Number of food pellets Concurrent chains (VI, FI) Body weight manipulated
(>90% free feeding
weight¼positive budget, <90%
free-feeding weight¼negative budget)

Risk averse on positive
budget, no preference
on negative budget

Some Ito et al. 2000

Spraguee Dawley rats,
Rattus rattus, lab strain

Number of
food pellets

Discrete choice
between two wheels,
running concurrent
chains (FI, VI)

Number of pellets per reward and effort
(tangential force) to turn running wheel
manipulated NB Delay to reward
varied with effort

Risk prone in all low-effort
treatments. Risk prone
in high-effortelow-reward
treatment and risk averse
in high-effortehigh-reward treatment

Some Kirshenbaum
et al. 2000

Starlings, Sturnus vulgaris Number of mealworms Discrete choice between
two feeding trays

Number of hours of deprivation
prior to experiment manipulated

Risk averse on positive
budget, no preference on
negative budget

Some Talling et al. 2002

Starlings, Sturnus vulgaris Number of 45 mg
food pellets

Discrete choice between two
or three pecking keys

No intentional manipulation, but
average ambient temperature varied

Risk averse at lower
temperatures, with increasing
risk proneness as
temperature increased

No e opposite
result

Bateson 2002

Pigeons, Columba livia Interval to scoop
of water

Concurrent chains (FI, VI) Volume of water, delay to receiving
water and prior deprivation manipulated

Risk averse for amount
for both ample and
restricted budget treatments

No O’Daly et al. 2006

(continued on next page)
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short-term experience to gauge current conditions, so that a run of
bad luck from a stochastic but stable sourcewould be interpreted as
the source getting leaner. The time span over which an animal
should and does average experience to adjust its foraging strategy
is an interesting and nontrivial topic of research.

We support the classical risk sensitivity theory realization that,
in nature, stochastic problems are likely to be the norm, and that
evolution-based decision research must include this. However, we
believe that the original theory and experimental protocols may
have misrepresented the problem. Classical risk sensitivity focused
on behavioural strategies for dealing with choices involving perfect
knowledge of probabilities, reward sizes, time horizons and sta-
bility, none of which is likely to hold in nature (for an exception see
McNamara 1996). It is a proven fact that animals are not indifferent
to variance, that is, are risk sensitive, but it is highly questionable
that they do so in the way expected from the budget rule and its
dynamic derivatives. If the predictions of the budget rule had been
widely successful, then these reservations might have been
deemed to be irrelevant. However, according to our survey, ex-
periments confirming the budget rule’s predictions are a shrinking
minority. Thus the obvious question is: whatmight replace classical
risk sensitivity theory?

Turning a Corner: Risk and Uncertainty, Function and Mechanism

The alternative we wish to consider is that strategies conceived
as optimal strategies to cope with risk are not predictive because
they do not focus on the main selective pressures that have shaped
decision processes. Classical risk sensitivity focused on choices
between known probability distributions, but we believe that most
decisions are instead taken under limited knowledge, using psy-
chological mechanisms that are not dedicated to the problem of
risk, but instead evolved to solve a much wider range of problems.

In the economics and decision theory literature there is a
distinction between risk, which deals with situations where the
agent knows the probabilities of different outcomes, and uncer-
tainty, where it does not (Frank Knight first made this distinction in
1921). Since natural selection reflects the range of conditions in the
organism’s evolutionary past, its action transforms uncertainty for
an individual within a generation into risk for the genome over
many generations. Strategies based on the natural variation expe-
rienced by an organism’s ancestors can be modelled as if the
genome ‘knew’ the probabilities. Thus, paradoxically, risk most
appropriately applies to evolutionary problems in which, from the
point of view of the individual, there is little or no scope for
learning, but the decision rules deployed are optimal for the
transgenerational probabilities. Examples include juvenile
dispersal and seasonal migrations, where conditions at target
destinations can only be predicted stochastically and transgenera-
tionally; clutch size, which evolved so that laying is adjusted to
weather variance at the later time when nestlings’ food demands
peak; and humidity thresholds in seed germination, where seeds
respond as if they ‘knew’ the relevant probabilities, even though no
cognition is involved.

By contrast, when a forager exploits spatial and temporal het-
erogeneity of food sources, instead of assuming the existence of
rules evolved to maximize fitness between actions with known
outcome probabilities, it is probably more productive to model the
animal as constantly tracking opportunities through perception
and learning. Under this logic, risk sensitivity could be a side-effect
of perception and learning processes shaped to help animals to
exploit environmental predictability.

There is increasing evidence that this ‘side-effect’ explanation
for risk sensitivity may be right. As McNamara (1996, page 484) put
it: ‘It is difficult to learn about highly variable food sources. This isTa
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Table 2
Studies investigating animals’ responses to risk (variance) in delay to reward when their energy budgets were manipulated

Species Quantity variable or risky
nature of reward

Choice procedure Manipulation of energetic
status of subjects

Results: response to risk Switch? Source

Rats, Rattus norvegicus Delay in Noyes
food pellet

Concurrent chains (FT, MT) Body mass reduced from
85% to 75% free-feeding
weight, then increased to 85%

Risk averse when 85% body
weight, then mixed, then strong
risk prone when 75% body weight,
then weaker risk
proneness/indifference

Some Zabludoff et al. 1988

Grey jays, Perisoreus
canadensis

Ratio to obtain
97 mg food pellets

Concurrent chains (VR, VR) Mean ratio requirement
manipulated under a
closed economy

Indifferent or risk prone
in all treatments

No Ha et al. 1990

Grey jays, Perisoreus
canadensis

Ratio to obtain
97 mg food pellets

Concurrent chains (VR, VR) As above plus daylength
and overnight temperature

Indifferent or risk prone
in all treatments

No Ha 1991

European starlings,
Sturnus vulgaris

Delay between pecking
and receiving
turkey crumbs

Discrete choice between
two pecking keys (FI, VI)

Deprivation before expt and
variation in rates birds ate,
but no deliberate energy
budget manipulation, so
cannot be certain if switch or not

Positive correlation between
risk aversion and food
intake. 7 risk prone, 3 indifferent

Some/uncertain Reboreda & Kacelnik 1991

Pigeons, Columba livia Interval to drink water
scoop (0.3 ml or 1 ml)

Two keys to peck,
concurrent chain (FI and VI)

Prior state, volume of
rewards and length of sessions

Risk prone in all treatments No Case et al. 1995

European starlings,
Sturnus vulgaris

Delay between pecking
and receiving turkey
crumbs. NB Unequal means

Discrete choice between
two pecking keys (FI, VI)
with adjusting FI

Deprivation (16 h before
expt) and number of turkey
crumbs manipulated (1 vs 2)

Risk prone on both positive
and negative energy budget

No Bateson & Kacelnik 1997

Coal tits, Periparus ater Delay between pecking
and receiving food pellet

Discrete choice between
two pecking keys

Manipulation of
ambient temperature

Risk prone in all treatments,
but increasingly risk prone
on negative budget

Some Bautista et al. 2001

Pigeons, Columba livia, and
ringneck doves,
Streptopelia risoria

Time to 3 s hopper access Adjusting ‘successive
encounters’ procedure
(FI, VI) or (FI, FI).

Length of search state
and handling state manipulated.
Testing began at 80% free-feeding
body weight

As search state (FI) increased,
more risk averse. As handling
phase increased, more risk prone

No e opposite
result

Orduña & Bouzas 2004

Pigeons, Columba livia Interval to scoop of water Concurrent chains (FI, VI) Volume of water, delay to
receiving water and prior
deprivation manipulated

Risk prone on both ample
and restricted budget treatments

No O’Daly et al. 2006
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shown to lead to risk-aversion even when the optimisation crite-
rion is maximisation of mean long-term rate of food gain’. To follow
this line of thinking, we now turn to a description of how known
properties of perception or learning lead to risk sensitivity, and how
they account for existing empirical evidence.

Perception and The Effect of Variance

In this section we use perception as shorthand for how infor-
mation about the world is represented in an animal’s memory
system and available to drive its behaviour. The properties we
discuss can be caused by perception in the narrow sense or by in-
formation processing as part of memory encoding or decoding
within the nervous system.

For practical reasons, measurement systems have the quasiu-
niversal property of subproportional relative error. In other words,
the absolute precision used to measure distance, mass, luminance
or earthquakes declines as the quantities being dealt with get
larger, as it makes sense to sacrifice measurement resolution for
data manageability. Biological information processing systems
apply the same trade-off, as we shall briefly sketch below. (For a
more comprehensive introduction to perception than we can pro-
vide here see Foley & Matlin 2010.)

In most stimulus dimensions (force, loudness, luminance, time
intervals) theminimumdifference between two levels of a stimulus
that can be perceived changes as the stimulus changes in magni-
tude. This difference is known as the just noticeable difference, or
JND, and it usually increases with the absolute magnitude of the
stimuli (bigger differences are required between stronger stimuli).
There are exceptions: in dimensions such as electric current or
temperature, sensitivity increases as stimulus strength increases
towards harmful thresholds, but such cases are not greatly relevant
to foraging decision making.

The nonlinearity of perception is captured by hypotheses about
the intensity of sensations as a function of intensity of stimuli, of
which the most influential are WebereFechner’s law and Stevens’
power law (Foley & Matlin 2010). None of these intensely studied

psychological properties is particularly associated with adaptations
to risk, and yet, as we shall now explain, they produce risk sensi-
tivity. Crucially, here we do not view risk sensitivity as having
adaptive value per se, arising to help organisms respond optimally
to unpredictable environments, but being caused by universal
features of animal information processing systems that apply even
to deterministic environments.

For the dimensions crucial to foraging behaviour, reward size
and time, Weber’s law provides an efficient description: absolute
error in both dimensions increases with magnitude, albeit not with
perfectly constant coefficient of variation (for examples, see Gibbon
1977 for reward delays and Bateson & Kacelnik 1995 for reward
amounts). Owing to Jensen’s inequality, nonlinearities in percep-
tion have fundamental implications for the effect of variance in
stimuli on behaviour. Such effects have been discussed theoretically
and evaluated empirically elsewhere (e.g. Gibbon et al. 1988;
Reboreda & Kacelnik 1991; Bateson & Kacelnik 1995; Kacelnik &
Brito e Abreu 1998; Brito e Abreu & Kacelnik 1999; Kacelnik &
Brunner 2002), and have coalesced into ‘scalar utility theory’
(SUT). SUT predicts effects of variance in stimuli from the
assumption that the error with which animals handle stimuli is a
scalar property of magnitude or, put another way, that the standard
deviation of an animal’s estimate of each parameter is proportional
to its mean.

SUT thus predicts risk-related preferences from psychophysi-
cally based assumptions, but it incorporates functionality by
claiming that Weber’s law is an adaptive compromise that allows
organisms to deal with stimuli varying in a very broad magnitude
range. As Fig. 6 shows, as a consequence ofWeber’s law, if an animal
exploits a food source that yields a symmetric distribution of out-
comes, say equally probably two and six seeds, it will remember
that source as if it yielded outcome sizes that are continuously
distributed, with the likelihood of exactly two seeds higher than
the likelihood of exactly six seeds. Under this scenario, the mean of
the memory representation of the sum of these two distributions is
the same as that of the real outcomes, but the median and other
skew-sensitive measures are right skewed even if the original
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Figure 5. The ‘small bird in winter’ scenario. A cartoon representation of risk sensitivity theory’s predictions as resulting from stochastic dynamic modelling, based on the summary
by Houston & McNamara (1999). The abscissa represents time in a daily cycle, and the ordinate the bird’s energy reserves. In different positions in this state space, the bird faces a
choice between the same two options, one fixed yielding 5 units and consuming some time (moving the bird from the origin to the tip of the black arrow), and one variable yielding
either 10 units or nothing (moving the position of the bird with equal probability to either of the tips of the broken red arrows). The vertical movements are exaggerated rep-
resentations of the metabolic costs and benefits of each foraging choice. From left to right: a depleted bird early in the morning is risk averse to escape the 50% probability of
immediate starvation, even if consistent risk aversion for the rest of the day would result in its death before the following morning. Sometime later, the fixed option is still
insufficient for reaching the overnight survival threshold, but now the bird can afford to gamble on being lucky by trying the variable one, and thus is risk prone. If it is lucky and
finds itself high in reserves, enough to survive overnight, it can then gamble on accumulating reserves towards reproduction, and is risk prone. If this gamble does not pay off, the
bird still finds itself late in the day with just enough reserves to reach the survival threshold via the fixed option. Further gambling at this late stage could lead to starvation so it is
risk averse. The cartoon illustrates why reversals in risk preferences cannot be understood with reference to energy reserves alone.
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distribution is symmetric (for a formal explanation see Kacelnik &
Brito e Abreu 1998).

Among sources of food with the same mean but different vari-
ance, the memory representation of the source with greater vari-
ance has smaller median. This could lead to preference for the least
variable one (if the animal prefers larger outcomes) or the more
variable one (if the animal prefers the smaller outcome). This
immediately suggests a difference between preferences of vari-
ability in amount and variability in delay to food, because animals
prefer smaller delays and larger amounts of food (Reboreda &
Kacelnik 1991). Thus, when universal principles of psychophysics,
which are not specific to foraging, are applied to foraging, they
predict risk aversion for reward sizes and risk proneness for delays
to reward. These predictions and many of the theory’s assumptions
are supported by a large number of experiments. Kacelnik &
Bateson (1996) reviewed studies in which preference for vari-
ability was determined for both amount and delay in the absence of
budget manipulations, and showed that the trend for risk prone-
ness for delays is extremely strong, and that for risk aversion for
amounts is reliable, albeit much weaker.

In contrast to risk sensitivity theory, SUT does not incorporate
budget considerations, but is consistent with an enormous pre-
existent body of behavioural research. Explanations for any effect
of budget manipulations on risk preferences if present would have
to be added as a plug-on.

Learning and The Effect of Variance

While SUT is derived for environments to which the animal is
already tuned, similar conclusions may be drawn from considering
learning, namely the acquisition of knowledge in new or changing
environments. Learning allows animals to allocate behaviour
preferentially to alternatives that on average have been more
profitable, but learning processes can cause risk sensitivity (see
Kacelnik & Bateson 1997). The required assumptions are described
below and the ideas are depicted graphically in Fig. 7.

For amounts, we assume that the reinforcement value of a prey
is a concave function of its size. There are functional and mecha-
nistic reasons why this may be the case, but it is sufficient to accept
it as an empirically supported fact present in the absence of risk.
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description of scalar utility theory. (a) A food source F yields a fixed benefit of 5 units,
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Following Weber’s law, the representation of the fixed outcome F in memory is shown
as a solid bell curve, while the small and large outcomes of the variable sources are
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While in (a) the fixed and variable options have equal mean and median real outcomes,
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distributions, then if they prefer smaller outcomes (as in delays) then they will choose
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they will choose the fixed one more often. Thus, the same psychophysical processes
predict risk proneness for delays and risk aversion for amounts.
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For delays, there is strong evidence that acquisition declines as a
convex function of the temporal separation between conditional
and unconditional stimuli, and there is an obvious functional
justification, since intake rate is inversely proportional to the time
taken to handle each prey (profitability is defined in foraging the-
ory as the ratio of amount to handling time).

Given the concave relation between reinforcement effects and
reward size and the convex relation between reinforcement effects
and delay, Jensen’s inequality implies that variance in amount
should have a negative impact on reinforcement and variance in
delay a positive one. In spite of the similarity with the use of Jen-
sen’s inequality in risk sensitivity theory, note that here, as with
SUT, this emerges from mechanisms that are not selected to cope
with environmental variance or have sensitivity to energy budgets.
Thus similarly to SUT, associative learning processes predict risk
aversion for food amounts and risk proneness for food delays. As
mentioned above, both relations are consistent with the empirical
literature.

CONCLUSION

Caraco, Martindale and Whittam (1980) made a paradigm-
shifting contribution to foraging theory and to quantitative
modelling of behaviour. Their work was notable for taking eco-
nomic theory and using it to develop novel ideas within the
framework of evolutionary biology. Since then, the behavioural
ecology literature has incorporated variance as a fundamental piece
in the puzzle of how animals make foraging decisions. However,
our review of the existing literature questions the empirical sup-
port often claimed for the core prediction of risk sensitivity theory,
namely that risk propensity flips as a function of energy budget.

Our updated survey reinforces the observation made by
Kacelnik & Bateson (1996) that in spite of a likely positive publi-
cation bias, only a minority of studies have obtained a clear shift in
risk preference as a function of energetic circumstances. This
scepticism is not just founded on the scarcity of successful repli-
cations, but also on our analysis of the protocols employed in the
original tests, which in our view did not create conditions likely to
have enabled animals to perceive the problem in the way the ex-
perimenters intended to present it.

Our view of risk sensitivity theory contrasts with how the topic
is presented in behavioural ecology textbooks, and we think this is
because behavioural ecology has fostered excessive neglect of the
mechanisms underlying behaviour. For example, in Behavioural
Ecology (Danchin et al. 2008), Principles of Animal Behavior
(Dugatkin 2004) and Introduction to Behavioural Ecology (Davies
et al. 2012), risky choice is discussed only with reference to the
budget rule, and only positive evidence (from the same selected
articles) is presented. The difficulties of the theory, the poor
empirical success and the existence of alternative approaches are
not introduced to undergraduates. These textbooks do not even
incorporate theoretical advances within classical risk sensitivity
theory that show that it is not safe to predict that hungrier pred-
ators should be more risk prone. We hope this situation will be
corrected (or at least discussed) in future editions.

We conclude with two forward-looking points. The first is that
the problem of variance is probably better dealt with in the context
of uncertainty, namely when information constraints are included,
than in the context of risk, when subjects are modelled as knowing
all probabilities. The second and final point is a more general
reflection about optimality in behavioural ecology and the super-
ficial treatment of behavioural mechanisms in the decision-making
literature.

Decision mechanisms are commonly modelled using putative
rules of thumb, or heuristics. This is because such rules represent

efficient and frugal ways to approximate optimal solutions to nar-
row and well-defined problems. They may be easy to model, but
unfortunately these rules do not reflect what is known about ani-
mals’ mechanisms of perception, learning, memory and decision
making. This is not only wasteful of relevant knowledge in neigh-
bouring fields, but can misdirect the theorizing towards hypo-
thetical problems that do not represent those faced by real
organisms. A Tinbergian persistence of simultaneous interest in
function and mechanismwould be a good thing now, just as it was
when Animal Behaviour was first printed.
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